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Possessing Presence 
Margot Fonteyn had bad feet, but her lush, generous port de bras 
and the passion and joy etched across her face made her 
mesmerizing to watch. Bob Fosse was round-shouldered and 
pigeon-toed, but the way he engaged and involved every muscle in 
his body while dancing, from his eyebrows to his pinky fingers, 
drew the audience to him. Perhaps neither had technique that 
would meet today’s rigorous standards, but both went on to 
become legends in their respective genres—thanks in no small part 
to their innate ability to connect with audiences, to draw the eye. 
They were magnetic. Like Peter Gallagher’s character said in Center 
Stage, “When Margot Fonteyn danced, you couldn’t take your eyes 
off her.”  
 
Some people are just born with charisma. It’s in their walk, their 
posture and their gaze. But for the rest of us, developing stellar 
stage presence can take practice and attention. And let’s face it: In 
today’s dance climate, technique just isn’t enough. The most 
memorable—and marketable—performers merge technical 
prowess with the ability to grab the audience from the very first 
chaîné, shuffle, six step or strut.  
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“To dance is to 

be out of 

yourself.  

Larger, more 

beautiful, more 

powerful” 

-Agnes De Mille 

“Stage presence isn’t just on 
your face,” Sara Mearns  

What is Stage Presence? 
 
Having great stage presence is not as simple as plastering on a mega-smile or pained 
expression. That grin or grimace won’t mean anything if the audience doesn’t believe it’s 
genuine. “Movement is more believable when it’s not just from your body, but from an 
emotional place,” explains “So You Think You Can Dance” contemporary choreographer 
Sonya Tayeh. 
 
Whether you’re telling a story or moving abstractly, expressing joy or sorrow or even a 
lack of emotion, it’s important to pull the audience into your onstage world. Dancers 
who are being true to themselves also seem true to those watching. 
“SYTYCD” Season 4’s Courtney Galiano found inspiration on the competition circuit: “I 
hated when the judges would sit and chomp on their Doritos while people were 
dancing,” Galiano says. “When I’m onstage, I don’t want to hear a pin drop.” How does 
she continue to pull that off? “When I go out there, it’s my stage,” she says. “I am 
completely in that moment, emotionally invested.” Believing in what you’re doing and 
letting yourself express what you’re feeling onstage is step one toward capturing your 
audience. 
 
Emotional energy is only part of the package, though; stage presence also shines 
through your physicality. When you’re dancing, “elongate your lines, and make sure your 
energy can be felt even when your back is to the audience,” Galiano advises. “Finish all 
the moves. Fill the space.” 
 
And don’t forget that power can be packed into even the smallest of steps. Fosse, for 
instance, was a master of tiny, precise movements that beckoned to the audience. 
“(Fosse taught us that) small, subtle moves must be executed with as much life and 
intensity as a grand jeté,” says Dana Moore, who teaches theater dance at NYC’s Steps 
on Broadway. “In ‘Big Spender’ from Sweet Charity, we were given the image of a full 
blender turned on high with the top on tight an absolutely still container with the 
internal ingredients whirring madly.” Fosse could draw attention while completely still 
just by touching his hat. 
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What’s the difference between having stage presence and acting? Depends on who 
you ask. If you’re in a character role think musical theater, or story ballets like Romeo 
and Juliet presence and acting are inextricably linked. “When you’re dancing a 
character, ‘he’ or ‘she’ will inform every move,” Moore says. Portraying someone 
else onstage means moving and acting as that person or creature would. 
 
Still, especially outside of musical theater, acting skill often takes a backseat to 

simple performance appeal. In the hierarchy of the 
ballet world, for instance, dancers might not be 
given “acting” roles until they’ve shown standout 
stage presence in the corps. Additionally, “some 
dancers are better actors than others, often 
because they have more experience with full-
length ballets,” says William DeGregory, director 
of Pennsylvania Ballet II. “There are also principal 
dancers who excel in Balanchine pieces that don’t 
require acting, but they still demonstrate 
wonderful presence.” 
 
The best advice may be to not think of what 

you’re doing onstage as “acting.” “The word ‘acting’ can lead to make-believe,” 
Tayeh cautions. “Effort goes into creating an emotion, when in reality the emotion is 
already there in each piece.” If you try to display the emotion you think you should 
be feeling instead of finding a real connection to the music, story or steps, your stage 
presence may suffer. 
 

“You have to genuinely feel emotions, not 

just plaster them on.  And you have to be 

comfortable with yourself to pull that 

off.”  

Stage presence is so hard to define because it’s a complex combination of many 
things: expression, emotion, a dialogue between you and the audience. An all-
purpose smile tacked on as an afterthought is never going to cut it. “Stage presence 
isn’t just on your face,” says Sara Mearns, a principal dancer with New York City 
Ballet, who’s often praised for her passionate interpretations of iconic roles. “It’s 
your whole energy, from the very first step you take onstage.” To project that 
energy outward, she says, “you have to genuinely feel emotions, not just plaster 
them on. And you have to be comfortable with yourself to pull that off.”  
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“Ballet  

technique is 

arbitrary and 

very difficult. 

It never  

becomes 

easy... it  

becomes 

possible. “ - 

Agnes de 

Mille  
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If you’re having trouble connecting with the audience, start by analyzing the story or 
intention of the piece you’re performing. Well before you walk onstage, you’ll need to 
understand what the choreographer wants to say and how you can carry that message 
through the movement. “In rehearsals for the Broadway show After Midnight, I made 
the performers verbalize the story the choreography was telling,” Carlyle says. “In many 
cases, that made it much clearer in performance.” When Morigerato is judging at NUVO 
Dance Convention, he sees a lot of dancers who need to clarify this intent with their 
instructors. “If the performers don’t understand what the choreography is about, that 
negatively impacts their ability to capture my attention,” he says. 
 
If you’re dancing a classic work, Mearns suggests researching its history, which might 
help you connect with the movement. “Recently, I was rehearsing George Balanchine’s 
Élégie,” she says. “To prepare, I read about how he created it for ballerina Suzanne 
Farrell, and how she performed the piece when he was dying”—a powerful backstory to 
draw from. 
 
Not performing in a story ballet or a musical? You can always make up your own 
character arc. Kaelynn “KK” Harris, a member of the 8 Flavahz Crew, thinks about taking 
on a persona in every performance, “whether it’s sexy, hard, hip or girly,” she says. And 
she works on that character from the very first rehearsal. “In the studio, dance full-out, 
the same way you would perform, including facial expressions,” she says. “You want it 
built into your muscle memory.” 
 
 

Follow the Music’s Lead 
Morigerato urges dancers to watch a different dance video every day for inspiration. 
“Find clips of masters like Fred Astaire, Mikhail Baryshnikov and Gregory Hines,” he says. 
“If you’re a tapper, don’t just watch tap. Watch ballet or musical theater, and find 
something that speaks to you in each style.” The more dancers you watch or study, the 
more you’ll have to inspire you onstage. 
 
Don’t be afraid to draw from your own life, too—it’s one of the best ways to tap into 
authentic emotion. If you’re dancing a mournful solo, think about moments when 
you’ve felt sad and alone. If you’re performing a joyful piece, channel the glow of your 
happiest memories. As you develop your craft, you’ll find that your personal experiences 
will shape your performances more and more. “I’m doing some of the same repertory 
now that I did when I was 19, but I definitely don’t perform it the same way 10 years 
later,” Mearns says. “Just living helps strengthen your presence onstage, and your 
emotional connections to movement. The experiences I’ve had in the last decade have 
changed everything about the way I dance, and I wouldn’t trade that for anything.” 

Get Your Story Straight  

“Respect your 

body. Eat well. 

Dance forever.”  

― Eliza Gaynor 

Minden  


